B.A English Language-I

Total Mark: 100

Appendix ‘A’
(Outlines of Tests)

Section-I

Q. 1. Reference to the context from Poetry and Short Stories. (Three out of Five) 20
Q. 2. Short stories and One Act Plays. 20
Q. 3. Question from ‘A Selection of Modern English Verse.’ 20

Section-II

Q. 4. Precis and Comprehension Writing. 25
Q. 5. Translation From Urdu to English

OR

Dialogue Writing 15

Appendix ‘B’
(Outlines of Tests)

Recommended Books:


2. A Selection of short stories and One Act Plays edited by Dr. Nasim Riaz Butt, published by Maktaba-e-Karvan, Katchery Road, Lahore

3. Skill Worker (Caravan) by Dr. Surriya Shafi, Prof. Sabiha Mansoor & Prof. Humaira Irfan.